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•• Geographical Indications Act 2000 Geographical Indications Act 2000 

defines geographical indication as an defines geographical indication as an 

indication which identifies any goods indication which identifies any goods 

as originating in a country or territory, as originating in a country or territory, 

or a region or locality in that country or a region or locality in that country 

or territory, where a given quality, or territory, where a given quality, 

reputation or other characteristic of reputation or other characteristic of 

the goods is essentially attributable the goods is essentially attributable 

to their geographical origin. to their geographical origin. 

What is Geographical Indication? What is Geographical Indication? 



•• Malaysia has a number of goods that can Malaysia has a number of goods that can 

be registered as geographical indications.be registered as geographical indications.

•• These goods have been commercially These goods have been commercially 

exploited at local and international market exploited at local and international market 

for example for example Sarawak PepperSarawak Pepper, which is a , which is a 

pepperpepper--based product produce in based product produce in 

Sarawak. Sarawak. 

•• This product has gained reputation and This product has gained reputation and 

recognition at international level due to recognition at international level due to 

the quality.the quality.

Does Malaysia have product that Does Malaysia have product that 
qualifies to be registered under qualifies to be registered under 

Geographical Indications Act 2000? Geographical Indications Act 2000? 



No.No. Geographical Indication Geographical Indication 

1.1. Sarawak PepperSarawak Pepper

2.2. Sabah TeaSabah Tea

3.3. Borneo Virgin Coconut OilBorneo Virgin Coconut Oil

4.4. Tenom CoffeeTenom Coffee

5.5. Sabah SeaweedSabah Seaweed

6.6. Bario RiceBario Rice

7.7. Buah Limau Bali Sungai GedungBuah Limau Bali Sungai Gedung

8.8. PiscoPisco

9.9. Scotch WhiskyScotch Whisky

10.10. Sarawak Beras BirisSarawak Beras Biris

11.11. Sarawak Beras BajongSarawak Beras Bajong

12.12. Kuih Lidah Kampung Berundong PaparKuih Lidah Kampung Berundong Papar

13.13. Tambunan GingerTambunan Ginger

14.14. Sarawak Sour EggplantSarawak Sour Eggplant

15.15. Sarawak Layered CakeSarawak Layered Cake

16.16. Sarawak DabaiSarawak Dabai

17.17. CognacCognac

18.18. Parmigiano ReggianoParmigiano Reggiano

19.19. Langkawi CheeseLangkawi Cheese

20.20. Sarawak LitseaSarawak Litsea

21.21. Perlis Harumanis MangoPerlis Harumanis Mango

22.22. ChampagneChampagne

List of Geographical Indication in List of Geographical Indication in 
Malaysia from 2003Malaysia from 2003--20122012



Does geographical indication applicable Does geographical indication applicable 
only to an agricultural product? only to an agricultural product? 

•• Geographical indication is not limited to Geographical indication is not limited to 

agricultural product. agricultural product. 

•• It can also be used on natural product such as It can also be used on natural product such as 

Langkawi Gamat and any product of handicraft Langkawi Gamat and any product of handicraft 

like Terengganu Songket, Kelantan Batek and like Terengganu Songket, Kelantan Batek and 

food products such as Papar Belacan and food products such as Papar Belacan and 

Kelantan Budu. Kelantan Budu. 



Does registration of geographical Does registration of geographical 
indication compulsory? indication compulsory? 

•• Registration of geographical indication is not Registration of geographical indication is not 

compulsory. compulsory. 

•• However, registration of geographical indication However, registration of geographical indication 

is encouraged to protect the interest of producer is encouraged to protect the interest of producer 

and consumer. and consumer. 

•• The registered proprietor of geographical The registered proprietor of geographical 

indication has the exclusive rights to exploit the indication has the exclusive rights to exploit the 

geographical indication and gains recognition at geographical indication and gains recognition at 

domestic and international level. domestic and international level. 



Can individual register a geographical Can individual register a geographical 
indication? indication? 

•• Registration of geographical indication is based Registration of geographical indication is based 

on an affiliation ownership concept for the on an affiliation ownership concept for the 

producers who are carrying on an activity in that producers who are carrying on an activity in that 

specified geographical area and not an specified geographical area and not an 

individual ownership concept. individual ownership concept. 

•• Geographical indication can also be registered Geographical indication can also be registered 

by the competent authority such as local by the competent authority such as local 

authority, government agency, statutory body; authority, government agency, statutory body; 

and trade organization or association. and trade organization or association. 



What is the difference between What is the difference between 
geographical indication products and geographical indication products and 

product without geographical indication? product without geographical indication? 

•• The quality of the geographical indication goods The quality of the geographical indication goods 

and its unique characteristic are influence by the and its unique characteristic are influence by the 

place of origin where the goods are originated or place of origin where the goods are originated or 

manufactured. manufactured. 

•• The geographical indication goods with an The geographical indication goods with an 

assurance quality and has good reputation will assurance quality and has good reputation will 

become well known worldwide and acceptable in become well known worldwide and acceptable in 

the market. the market. 



What is the duration of What is the duration of 
protection of protection of 

geographical indication? geographical indication? 

•• A registered geographical A registered geographical 

indication is protected for ten indication is protected for ten 

years from the date of filing years from the date of filing 

and is renewable for every and is renewable for every 

ten years as long as it is still ten years as long as it is still 

in use. in use. 



What is the scope of What is the scope of 
protection of a protection of a 

geographical indication in geographical indication in 
Malaysia? Malaysia? 

•• Geographical indication's Geographical indication's 

protection in Malaysia is protection in Malaysia is 

territorial. territorial. 

•• To seek protection in other To seek protection in other 

countries, application must countries, application must 

be filed with the respective be filed with the respective 

countries. countries. 



What is the difference between What is the difference between 
geographical indication and trade mark? geographical indication and trade mark? 

•• Trademarks are a mark which distinguishes the Trademarks are a mark which distinguishes the 

goods and services of one trader from those of goods and services of one trader from those of 

another.another.

•• It gives its owner the right to exclude others from It gives its owner the right to exclude others from 

using the trade marks. using the trade marks. 

•• On the other hand, a geographical indication On the other hand, a geographical indication 

indicates where the goods are produced and indicates where the goods are produced and 

has characteristics that are attributable to the has characteristics that are attributable to the 

place of the geographical origin. place of the geographical origin. 



What action can an What action can an 
aggrieved party aggrieved party 

commence in the event a commence in the event a 
geographical indication geographical indication 

has been falsely has been falsely 
represented to the represented to the 

public? public? 

•• Any aggrieved party may file Any aggrieved party may file 

an action in the High Court an action in the High Court 

(Intellectual Property).(Intellectual Property).





We Are We Are 

HereHere



History of Sarawak PepperHistory of Sarawak Pepper

•• Pepper cultivation in Sarawak was encouraged Pepper cultivation in Sarawak was encouraged 

during the Brookeduring the Brooke’’s regime. s regime. 

•• The land incentives and import of foreign labour The land incentives and import of foreign labour 

policy implemented under Charles Brookepolicy implemented under Charles Brooke’’s s 

administration were particularly effective in administration were particularly effective in 

encouraging the expansion of the industry.encouraging the expansion of the industry.



Production of Sarawak PepperProduction of Sarawak Pepper

•• Nowadays pepper production in Malaysia almost Nowadays pepper production in Malaysia almost 

entirely takes place in Sarawak (99%). entirely takes place in Sarawak (99%). 

•• Both black and white pepper are produced in Both black and white pepper are produced in 

Sarawak. Sarawak. 

•• The other producing areas are Johor and Sabah The other producing areas are Johor and Sabah 

about 1% of pepper production. about 1% of pepper production. 

•• Pepper is mainly grown intensively as a Pepper is mainly grown intensively as a 

smallholder monoculture cropsmallholder monoculture crop on holdings on holdings 

from 0.1 to 0.4 hectare (200 to 800 vines).from 0.1 to 0.4 hectare (200 to 800 vines).



Achievement Achievement 
of Sarawak of Sarawak 

PepperPepper



Geographical Indication Geographical Indication ––

Sarawak PepperSarawak Pepper



Geographical Indications for Sarawak PepperGeographical Indications for Sarawak Pepper

�� Malaysian Pepper Board is the Registered proprietor of Malaysian Pepper Board is the Registered proprietor of Sarawak Pepper Sarawak Pepper 

Brand NameBrand Name

�� Registered under the GI Act 2000Registered under the GI Act 2000

�� Certificate No. G103Certificate No. G103--0000100001

�� REGISTERED From:4REGISTERED From:4thth November 2003    Expiry:3November 2003    Expiry:3rdrd November 2013November 2013

�� Primarily to protect the image of Sarawak Pepper Primarily to protect the image of Sarawak Pepper both locally and abroadboth locally and abroad

�� To protect Sarawak Pepper in any forms (whole, ground, pickled, To protect Sarawak Pepper in any forms (whole, ground, pickled, etc) and etc) and 

all graded pepper, value added pepper products and pepperall graded pepper, value added pepper products and pepper--based based 

products from Malaysiaproducts from Malaysia



Chronology of events leading to GI registration for Chronology of events leading to GI registration for 

Sarawak PepperSarawak Pepper

1.1. Application for GI registration for Sarawak Pepper    :31Application for GI registration for Sarawak Pepper    :31stst October 2003October 2003

2.2. Receipt of application (MyIPO)                                  Receipt of application (MyIPO)                                  : 4: 4thth November 2003November 2003

3.3. Advertisement for registration                                  Advertisement for registration                                  : 31: 31stst December 2003December 2003

4.4. Opposition to application                                       Opposition to application                                       : Nil: Nil

5.5. Gazette notification                                            Gazette notification                                            : 20: 20thth Mei 2004Mei 2004

6.6. Validity of Certificate      : 4Validity of Certificate      : 4thth November 2003  November 2003  -- 33rdrd November 2013November 2013



Reference :

Export Destination

EXPORT DESTINATION



Sarawak Pepper Export in 2011Sarawak Pepper Export in 2011

14,903.08 tonnes of pepper valued at RM287.38 Million14,903.08 tonnes of pepper valued at RM287.38 Million



SARAWAK PEPPER EXPORT FROM 1985-2010
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Value added Value added 
Pepper Pepper 

ProductsProducts







MS ISO / IEC 17025: 2005 MS ISO / IEC 17025: 2005 –– Field of Field of 
Testing Mechanical and MicrobiologyTesting Mechanical and Microbiology



MS ISO 9001: 2008 MS ISO 9001: 2008 –– Grading and Grading and 
Certification Services for Sarawak PepperCertification Services for Sarawak Pepper



A. Sarawak Black PepperA. Sarawak Black Pepper
GradeGrade

CharacteristicsCharacteristics

Standard Standard 

Malaysian Black Malaysian Black 

Pepper No.1 Pepper No.1 

(Brown Label)(Brown Label)

Sarawak Sarawak 

Special Black                      Special Black                      

(Yellow Label)(Yellow Label)

Sarawak FAQ Sarawak FAQ 

Black                 Black                 

(Black Label)(Black Label)

Sarawak Field Sarawak Field 

Black               Black               

(Purple Label)(Purple Label)

Sarawak Coarse Sarawak Coarse 

Field Black             Field Black             

(Grey Label)(Grey Label)

%% %% %% %% %%

(I)  Moisture, per cent by weight, maximum(I)  Moisture, per cent by weight, maximum 12.012.0 14.514.5 15.015.0 16.016.0 16.016.0

(II) Light berries, per cent by weight,                        (II) Light berries, per cent by weight,                        

maximummaximum
2.02.0 4.04.0 8.08.0 10.010.0 --

(III) Extraneous matter, per cent by weight,      (III) Extraneous matter, per cent by weight,      

maximummaximum
1.01.0 1.51.5 3.03.0 4.04.0 8.08.0

B. Sarawak White PepperB. Sarawak White Pepper
GradeGrade

CharacteristicsCharacteristics

Standard Standard 

Malaysian Malaysian 

White Pepper White Pepper 

No. 1 No. 1 

(Cream Label)(Cream Label)

Sarawak Sarawak 

Special White                Special White                

(Green Label)(Green Label)

Sarawak FAQ Sarawak FAQ 

White                  White                  

(Blue Label)(Blue Label)

Sarawak Field Sarawak Field 

White               White               

(Orange Label)(Orange Label)

Sarawak Coarse Sarawak Coarse 

Field White           Field White           

(Grey Label)(Grey Label)

%% %% %% %% %%

(I)  Moisture, per cent by weight, maximum(I)  Moisture, per cent by weight, maximum 12.012.0 15.015.0 16.016.0 16.016.0 16.016.0

(II) Light berries, per cent by weight,                   (II) Light berries, per cent by weight,                   

maximummaximum
0.20.2 0.50.5 1.01.0 1.51.5 --

(III) Extraneous matter, per cent by weight, (III) Extraneous matter, per cent by weight, 

maximummaximum
0.250.25 0.250.25 0.50.5 1.01.0 3.03.0

(IV) Amount of black/dark grey berries in white (IV) Amount of black/dark grey berries in white 

pepper, per cent by weight maximumpepper, per cent by weight maximum

1.01.0 1.01.0 2.02.0 3.03.0 5.05.0

Specifications of Black and White PepperSpecifications of Black and White Pepper

Grading of Sarawak Pepper Grading of Sarawak Pepper 



MS ISO 9001: 2008 MS ISO 9001: 2008 –– Provision of Provision of 
Purchasing Pepper at MPB SarikeiPurchasing Pepper at MPB Sarikei’’s  & s  & 

BetongBetong’’s Premisess Premises



HACCP Certified HACCP Certified 



Halal Halal 



Trade Mark Trade Mark 







SARASPICE PRODUCTSSARASPICE PRODUCTS






















